
March 21, 2021 

Dear SAHA/Catellus: 

On behalf of the Artisan Park Townhome owners, the Leigh Street homeowners, and other concerned 
neighbors, we welcome Catellus to the neighborhood and we are excited to have new neighbors and a 
continuance of the mixed-income district that we currently enjoy. As we know, the old Victoria Courts 
was demolished to create a path towards a more sustainable and diverse Victoria Commons. We have 
all invested dearly into our neighborhood with a master plan that calls for development of for-sale 
product around us. We recognize that the development team has evaluated sites not originally included 
in the master plan and we remain open-minded to a new approach. This letter outlines our position and 
is a general summary of previous correspondence with SAHA/Catellus (letters are posted on the Lavaca 
Neighborhood Association website: http://www.lavaca.net/news-events/).  

For-sale residential 

The townhome area between Leigh and Refugio Streets must all be for-sale property. Evident with 
ownership is a level of care for the neighborhood. It is also the path towards equity and economic 
advancement, particularly if SAHA/Catellus can ensure the affordability of a percentage of these units. 

Three-story maximum 

From Refugio Place Apartments to Artisan Park Townhomes to the homes along Leigh and Labor Streets, 
there are no current buildings that exceed three stories. In fact, the beauty of the urban landscaping 
such as that along Refugio Street is the relationship of the buildings to public realm. Three story 
buildings have walk-up units and they have breaks between buildings that allow for more porosity and 
pedestrian connectivity. To destroy this streetscape presence in favor a five-story building would 
potentially detract from the current streetscape. While we understand that view corridors are not 
protected, we also would not welcome an imposing view of a five-story apartment building.  

We advocate that the zoning map reflect three-story development throughout Victoria Commons and 
be bolstered by design guidelines (similar to those used by Leigh Street residents) that express the 
building articulation visible at Refugio Street today and foster community and connectivity. 

Affordability Distribution 

We purchased our homes to move our families into an economically and ethnically diverse 
neighborhood and we intend to sustain that mix. We are supportive of new affordable housing coming 
online in our neighborhood. Our previous conversations with SAHA led to an agreement that the general 
mix for future projects would be 80% market-rate / 20% affordable (see attached letter from LNA). The 
current apartment buildings (Refugio Place & Hemisview) have 64% market and 36% affordable. Leigh 
Street homes were 19% affordable. On July 14, 2014, SAHA CEO (Lourdes Castro Ramirez) agreed, in 
writing (see attached), with the neighborhood that 98 new townhomes would be built at 100% market 
rate and that the Chavez/Labor Multifamily project would bring 38% PH/affordable. There was no talk of 
additional multifamily product.   

But then there was a version in 2020 in which SAHA/Catellus proposed 85% affordable along Refugio 
Street. In March 2021, that building was increased to be 100% affordable with no market rate units. We 
have learned from the Victoria Courts that an unbalanced mix of market rate to affordable is 
unsustainable.  



We advocate that the affordability mix for new product is consistent with the existing neighborhood 
assets (not more than 40% in a specific property) and is equitably spread across the various buildings 
and sites. We strongly oppose the warehousing of affordable units into one building as previously 
proposed.  

Administrative Building 

The old SAHA Administrative Building has produced blight in our neighborhood and its vacancy over the 
years is an unwelcoming entrance to an otherwise beautiful Refugio Street. We are concerned that 
doing nothing to this site at this point will only create more decades of vacancy and dilapidation.  

We are indifferent as to the future of the current structure; however, we strongly advocate for the 
redevelopment of this site as a gateway to our neighborhood and a possible park-activating structure.  

Park Investment 

The increase in neighborhood density and population will require more usable and accessible public 
places with greater amenities. Furthermore, the loss of open spaces in the master plan at both 
detention ponds needs to be mitigated. The detention ponds inferred a permanency of open space as 
flood mitigation. While the drainage seems to have an engineering solution, we would like to see a 
commitment to invest in improving Labor Street Park. Including new “pocket parks” or walking trails 
does not solve for the community who actively uses Labor Street Park. The park needs investment into 
community amenities such as a water drinking station, green space, a dog park, a pavilion, pickleball and 
basketball courts (new or existing). 

Traffic / Automobile Speeds 

While we are concerned about intersections, especially Labor at Chavez, we are more concerned about 
traffic on the streets that are currently widely used by pedestrians, children, bicycles, and scooters.  

Thank you, 

 
Artisan Park Townhome Homeowners Association (artisanparktownhomes@gmail.com)  
and 
Leigh Street Homeowners (jacob.l.davis@gmail.com) 
 
*A list of all residents who support this letter is included on the following page 
 
cc:  
SAHA Board  
San Antonio Mayor’s office 
San Antonio City Council District 1 office 
 

Attachments: 
LNA Letter to SAHA dated June 4, 2013  
SAHA Agenda dated July 14, 2014 

 

 

 

mailto:artisanparktownhomes@gmail.com
mailto:jacob.l.davis@gmail.com


*This letter is supported by the following residents:  

Name Address 
Rosie Perez 403 Santa Clara 
Ivan Hernandez & Jazmin Sanabria 405 Santa Clara 
Rudy & Hercie Escobar 409 Santa Clara 
Rod Cevallos 411 Santa Clara 
Juan Cano 413 Santa Clara 
Mike Moran 415 Santa Clara 
Mike McDonald 502 Refugio 
Thiyag Chinnappan 506 Refugio 
Darren Murphy & Paul Gamez 508 Refugio 
Sam & Derba Mills 510 Refugio 
Austin & Veronica Borchardt 512 Refugio 
David & Alexandra Schluneker 516 Refugio 
Barb Machado 520 Refugio 
Priya Prasad 522 Refugio 
Paul & Rose Anzel 524 Refugio 
Omar & Selsa Gonzalez 526 Refugio 
Ryan Perez 528 Refugio 
Travis Krug & Nick Long 530 Refugio 
Laurel Smyth 532 Refugio 
Carlton Brown & Rosalyn Jones 421 Labor Street 
Ellen Pitluk 303 Leigh Street 
Rodofo & Christina Macias 801 Labor Street 
Joshua & Emily Adler 320 Sadie Street 
Pegy Brimhall  515 Leigh 
David Gilliland  515 Leigh 
Eddie & Mindy Elizalde  519 Leigh 
Walt and Lizzy Wilson 523 Leigh 
Jimmy & Vicki Perkins 527 Leigh 
Jacob Davis  531 Leigh 
Aiden Carmona  531 Leigh 
Caleb and Mendi Etheredge 535 Leigh 
Mel Shabani  543 Leigh 
Matt Gomez  547 Leigh 
Alejandra Zertuche 547 Leigh 
Derek and Stefanie Godfrey 551 Leigh 
Ronnie Roth 603 Leigh 
Amy & Steve Young 607 Leigh 
George Torres III 611 Leigh 
Fernando Ortega 615 Leigh 
Lesley & Edgar Martinez  619 Leigh 
Sarah & Clint Bonn 624 Leigh 
Ryan and Kristin Price  631 Leigh 
Devin Heller  635 Leigh 
Latsha Dunn  648 Leigh 
Drew Cameron 651 Leigh 
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On June 4, 2013, the Board of Directors of the Lavaca Neighborhood Association approved the 
following statement regarding the San Antonio Housing Authority’s Victoria Commons Master Plan: 
 

• We support the Artisan Park Townhome owners’ desire that SAHA develop new townhomes as 
planned on the empty lots adjacent to the existing townhomes. 

• We recognize the last market study that SAHA used to update the master plan is out-of-date. We 
request that SAHA conduct a new market study to include input from developers and real estate 
professionals currently working in the Lavaca neighborhood. 

• We expect SAHA to demonstrate best practices for the marketing, sale, and closing processes of 
current and future townhomes. 

• If demand for rental units is satisfactorily proven, the market rate allocation on any 
developed rental units must be no less than 80%. 

 
We also wish to reiterate the resolution adopted by the Board of Directors of the Lavaca Neighborhood 
Association on May 7, 2013: 
 

• Alamo Architects reflects the interests of the community in architecture, and the community in 
turn supports their employment on the Victoria Commons development. 

• Both architecture and material quality are critical to the development, and the Board recognizes 
the pursuit of quality must be reflected in the budget for the development. 

• The current plans are for three-story structures on Peyton Path which will “step down” to two 
stories on the southern edge which will face single-family homes. The Board notes that this is an 
increase in density over what was planned and recognizes the value of this “product” to the 
developers. Board support is predicated on achieving quality in architecture and materials. 

• The articulation from Peyton Path to Labor Street is recognized by the Board as providing an 
edge to the park development and enhancing the “portal” of the three-story architecture. 

• The plan for subsidized and market rate single-family homes has been long supported by the 
community. The Board reinforces the value of providing opportunities to separate builders who 
construct distinct houses under design guidelines which are reviewed by a committee inclusive 
of community members. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
Syeira Budd 
President 
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Victoria Commons Proposed Rezoning

IDZ - 3 (12.6 ac)
RESIDENTIAL USES UP TO 60 DU/AC WITH NC USES* ON 
GROUND LEVEL ONLY AS INDICATED BELOW

APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF BUILDINGS

MAXIMUM 5 FLOORS (UP TO 65’)
MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL /GROUND LEVEL NC USES*

MAXIMUM 3 FLOORS (UP TO 40’)
MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL/GROUND LEVEL NC USES* OR TOWNHOUSE

MAXIMUM 3 FLOORS (UP TO 35’)
TOWNHOUSE OR DETACHED RESIDENTIAL

UP TO 4 FLOORS (45‘) BETWEEN 30’ AND 60‘ FROM MT. ZION WALK

UP TO 3 FLOORS (35’) WITHIN 30‘ OF MT. ZION WALK

GROUND LEVEL NC USE PROVIDES FOR RETAIL, 
OFFICE, AND/OR DAY CARE USES

DRAFT 2/23/21

LEGEND

I, _______________________, the property owner, acknowledge that this site plan submitted for the 
purpose of rezoning this property is in accordance with all applicable provisions of the Unified Development 
Code. Additionally, I understand that City Council approval of a site plan in conjunction with a rezoning case 
does not relieve me from adhererance to any/ all city adopted Codes at the time of plan submittal for 
building permits.

Note: Uses and heights will be 
subject to the provisions described in 
the legend of this exhibit.
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MT. ZION WALK HEIGHT TRANSITION ZONE

*
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